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House made syrups and mixers made by bartenders, for
bartenders. But for others too. Devout home mixologists
and entertainers. Seasoned cocktail drinkers and new
converts. All made with real ingredients, painstakingly
sourced. Each the perfect union of flavors, balance, and
integrity to produce refreshing, authentic-tasting
cocktails again. And again. And again.
Cocktails that take you places you’ve never been before.
Like Blair Reynolds intended.
Finally, complex cocktails that only taste complicated.
BG Reynolds, Portland Born, established 2009.

Falernum

Paradise Blend

Close
your eyes
Picture your
paradise

We can’t pay for your plane ticket to that
paradise, but what we can do is bring you this
outstanding Falernum and all of its tropical flair
and just the right combination of ginger, clove,
almond and fresh lime

An
island
inspiration

Don the beach-comber

BG Reynolds Paradise blend brings together a bit
of tart Barbados grapefruit with some spicy asian
cinnamon to produce an intriguing balance of
richness and sweetness.

Hibiscus
Pomegranate

Passion Fruit

and Balance

Lush
Grenadine

To paraphrase
Mugatu

A Tangy
&
Sweet
Spark
for your
evening

regarded as a
tropical treasure
in many warmer
climates, and is
versatile enough
to work in
almost
everything sweet
you can imagine.

— Pomegranates
are so hot right
now! Seriously,
they’re
everywhere!

pomegranates, paired with tropical hibiscus
aromatics. Perfect for a tequila sunrise…or
something else.

give it a shot in your Hurricane, Or throw it on
some ice cream.
blend it up with some fresh fruits and juices.

Wild
Ginger
Cinnamon
… is
experiencing
quite the
renaissance
these days.
used as a spice
in your
burger recipe
or used in
pumpkin
spiced lattes,
it’s finally
getting its due
for versatility
and guilt-free
deliciousness.

The Spice Must
flow

regardless of
if you’re
experimenting
with some
bourbon,
making a
classic oldfashioned, or
even tinkering
with an apple
pie moonshine
cocktail, we
know this
Cinnamon is
what you need
to take it up a
notch.

Ginger has been
used in the kitchen
and the bar for
centuries, Blair
Reynolds cracked
the code on
putting together a
perfect ginger
mixer. —it’s exotic
and earthy,
balanced by a
certain sweet
spirit that can
really fire up your
cocktails.

Use it in your Moscow Mule, Dark ‘N’ Stormy, or
Shirley Temple. Put some in your afternoon tea to
liven it up a bit. just add it to some soda water for
a DIY ginger ale.

Lime
Cordial
The classic gin
and tonic goes
back ages;
originally
slapped together
by the army of
the British East
India Company
when they mixed
some medicine
together with
water, sugar,
lime, and gin to
take some of that
nasty bite off.

perfect in a Mai Tai or Scorpion --really any
combination of barrel-aged spirits and citrus pair
beautifully
Summertime means a lot
of things—But it also
means: gin and tonic.

perfect kick to that gin and tonic, but feel free to
just add it to a bit of ice and soda water for a nice
sweet addition to your summer evening.

the brainchild of a
bartender who just
wanted to find a
consistently
excellent mixer. first
batch of BG Reynolds
Orgeat was a
statement to the
world:
high-quality,
impeccably sourced
mixers should be
accessible to
bartenders, home
mixologists, and
anyone who just
wants a really solid
cocktail.

Original
Orgeat

Divine
Va n i l l a
Made with real
vanilla beans
packed with a
sweet and pungent
aroma With potent
sweetness and
intoxicating
floral notes

This classic syrup is most often used to
invigorate tropical cocktails and cooking.
It also perfectly complements cola or soda
water.

Rich
DEmarara

This molasses-rich
demerara is subtle,
smooth, and
perfect for
bartenders. The
hearty and sweet
base carries a
golden hue to it
and leaves folks
with a deep,
caramel-like
flavor in their
favorite drinks.

TIki Spices

is a top-secret
blend of
Jamaican
pimento berry
(aka Allspice)
and
Madagascar
vanilla.

And it’s totally
okay if you
don’t know
what either of
those taste like
individually,
because…who
does?

But when we put them together in ideal
proportion, the end result is just what you need
to put that cocktail over the top.
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